Dear readers,

Today it’s my pleasure to provide to your attention a new issue of well-established popular scientific Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues. The journal starts its fifth year, what witnesses of its significance as a tribune for scientists, practitioners, civil and military societies.

Economic and political tensions, direct clashes of interests and interventions make our world vulnerable and dependent on wise decisions of politicians, behavior of civilians and professionalism of armed forces.

Today we strengthen our military potential in order to protect the future of our country and the future of our alliances. Security and safety today emerges as very important precondition of our sustainable development leading to stable and affluent future. Let us continue raising urgent issues, suggesting solutions and contributing to the discussion, which has been suggested by this international journal tackling problems detrimental to secure and sustainable future.

Let us all together by our joint efforts strengthen our security, which in the current conditions becomes a top priority in this turbulent word.

Best regards,

JUOZAS OLEKAS
Minister of National Defence